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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the research efforts that have been carried out for the Final 
Year Project. P-CAT.com developed to improve the current way of searching the 
solution to the PC assembling over the internet. Hence, to educate the PC users about 
the computer component and solve the PC problem own their own. For the basis of 
implementation, a literature review is determined the issue involved, how to 
overcome them and designing graphical user interface based on the previous study 
on human computer interaction. In the literature review included the lesson learnt 
from the existing almost similar project. Beside the research have been conducted to 
determined user requirement and needs, the result have been summarize to determine 
next step to conduct. This report also explains the planning phase which includes the 
system architecture design, network architecture and design document. Next, the 
report describes the strategies and tools used to develop P-CAT.com. Finally, the 
purpose of gathering data together with its conclusions, recommendations and future 
enhancement are briefly described in this report. While, the next steps involved in 
developing P-CAT.com to meet its goals as initially proposed. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
1.1.1 Online Personal Computer Assembling Troubleshooting 
P-CAT.com is a web based online application that helps PC users to troubleshoot the 
PC problem. P-CAT will serve as an enhancement of the current ways of 
troubleshoot PC problem by striving to meet the users need and function as a 
centralize solution centre pertaining to PC assembling problem. P-CAT.com will 
direct the users to the problem diagnostic page to identify the root of the PC problem 
and provide the step-by-step solution to solve the problem. Therefore, P-CAT.com 
also can help to educate the novice users and save time to search the solution on the 
search engine by the experience users. P-CAT.com also provides graphical 
illustration, visual aids and 3D -model of motherboard to help the users who are not 
familiar with PC component. Furthermore, P-CAT.com enables knowledge sharing 
whereby the experience user can share knowledge with the novice by post solution 
and experience in PCs troubleshooting online. Lastly, after the problem being solved 
users will have choice to print or view back the steps taken to solve the problem. 
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1.2 Background of the project 
This project kicks off by investigating the problems faced by the novice or 
experience users regarding the PC assembling troubleshooting. Next, a practical 
solution will be derived to meet the users need and other specification that are not 
met in the current system. This project aims to fill in the gaps left by the current 
ways of finding the PC assembling problem by developing new, more effective 
features that will result in better result, effective and most importantly, fulfilled the 
users need. The application allows both novice and experience user to move a step 
al!ead by implementing the knowledge management. 
1.3 Problem statement 
Currently, most household own at least a PC at home. Same goes to the students, 
whom have own PCs themselves. However not all user knew how to troubleshoot 
own PCs even though only for a very simple problem. If any problems persist, refer 
to the computer vendor always be the step taken to solve the problem. This will incur 
cost; in fact users actually solve the problem themselves. Computer vendor might be 
cheated the users to spend extra cost to buy extra component that not related to the 
problem that occurred. Therefore, it is important for the users to at least know the 
basic knowledge on PC assembling. Even though some solution also can be found on 
the internet in form of online forum or computer vendor's site but the databases are 
not centralized and the users have to search one by one to find the best solution for 
the problem persists. Besides, there's no application that provide step-by-step help or 
to fmd the root problem. This might hard for the novice user to understand the 
solution given to the PC problem. Hence, educate and give confident to the novice 




• Help to educate the PC's novice users on PC assembling troubleshooting. 
Hence, create confident to PC's novice users to at least open the CPU case 
and learn the computer component. 
• Provide 3D model that make able PC's novice users to learn computer 
component. 
• Make the PC assembling fast and easy by providing step-by-step printable 
solution and reduce the search time rather than using the search engine. 
• Build an application that able to diagnose the PC troubleshooting and identify 
the root of the problem. 
• Share ideas between the experience PC's user and novice user for collective 
and effective knowledge building. (knowledge sharing) 
• The users can request and get the solution for their problem faster 
1.5 Scope 
1 Plan the scope of the project: To be completed within 1 year period and 
involves randomly PC's owner. The PC's owner categorized into novice and 
expenence users. 
2 Analyze the current system: Evaluate system in terms of efficiency, 
functionality and user satisfaction levels. Analyze the pros and cons of using 
the current way of PC assembling troubleshooting. 
3 Design: Preparation of design documents (Storyboard, UML diagrams, User 
interface, support tools, system architecture etc.) 
4 Implementation: Development of prototypes: P-CAT.com. 
5 Roll Out: Deployment of P-CAT.com to User for field testing and user 
acceptance testing 
6 Training: Training users of the system. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.0 RESEARCH PURPOSES 
2.1 Study on similar system 
Dell has its own online technical support site mainly to help the customer to solve 
the problem regarding their product. There are features in the website that can be 
review as an example in development ofP-CAT.com. 
Technical Support 
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Figure 2.1 Technical support sites 
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This site allows the user to search for the problem by key in the keyword in the text 
box given. User also has choice to select the. drop down box given to what operating 
systems used, language, component and content type. The content differentiates into 
knowledge base as well as product support. The search result will appear in the table 
and user can choose any title regarding to the problem. 
However the problem of this site is that the database contains of specifically solution 
for DELL product only. The title is quite wordy and the novice it very hard to choose 
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Hello all,l have a Dell Dimension 3000.Do I have any PCI slots?What are PCI slols?What are AGP 
slols?What can I do wltl1 these slots?What are Flrewire slols?What are F!rewire cards?Thank 
you.Harley 
PCI slo1s are used to add optional circuit boards, known as "cards", such as a modem, firewire 
card (used typically for connec~ng a video camera to the computer or sometimes an external hard 
drive, and yes, the 3[)[10 haS 3 PCI slots but typically only one or two are unused and available for 
om add-on card.) The one AGP slot Is used for an optional video card, which would be superior to 
the integrated video standard on many 3000's. There are no firewire slots bull into the computer. 
It is part of an optional firewire or possiblY a higher-end audio card added to an open PCI slot. Go 
to wlkipedla.com for answers to. questions like yours. 
HarleyOutch, 
The Dimension 3000 has 3 PCI slots on the system mainboard. Check this link for a picture of 
the system mainboard (motherboarc!): 
http:Jtsuonort.dell.com/supportledocsls~stem s/dlm30DOien/SM!Iechov .htm#Wp1 061 21 7 
Figure 2.2 Forum sites 
To take part in the forum user have to register their usemame. It is a two ways forum 
where user can post and reply the topic posted into the forum. However the 
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disadvantage of the forum is that if user doesn't guarantee that they will get the reply 
for the requested solution problem. This style of solution problem still quite wordy 
and novice user find it very hard to understand. 
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Figure 2.3 Graphical Help 
The usage of the graphical illustration is to help the user to understand the 
component inside the computer. This site only views the 2D graphic and thus far 
provides the 3D graphical view to make the user to understand more on the computer 
components. 
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2.2 Knowledge Management 
Knowledge management apply practices relating to various enabling technologies 
such as knowledge bases and expert systems, help desks, corporate intranets and 
extranets, Content Management, and Document Management. Knowledge base is a 
special kind of database for knowledge management. It provides the means for the 
computerized collection, organization, and retrieval of knowledge. [1 0] 
Capturing all the data, information and knowledge is half the battle-sharing the 
knowledge. Without compromising security or competitiveness is challenging. The 
current literature has Examined how, why, when, and where to leverage knowledge 
assets; they have ignored the question-how to secure knowledge assets 
(DesouzaandV anapalli, 2005). 
2.2.1 Issues 
Knowledge sharing 
Knowledge sharing is as much of a people issue as it is technological (Riege, 2005); 
technology can act as both a facilitator and a control mechanism to protect 
knowledge. Knowledge sharing involves the propagation of information and 
knowledge through out the organization. Sharing knowledge and establish 
motivational approaches and Communication mechanisms to share knowledge 
(Y ang,2004 ).Some of the sharing can be Control through access controls, passwords 
,group meetings ,etc. Knowledge has to include security protections and policies that 
govern access and usage parameters. If managed effectively, sharing can occur 
within the right context and with the right people. With increasing threats some have 




Complex problem are easier to solve if partition into decomposable parts and 
strategically spaced in time. The knowledge acquisition method should first be 
analyzed completely before solution methods are selected and applied. This takes lot 
of time. It is hard to cope with the large amount of new data. It is possible that 
interpretation of the expert's. 
2.3 Desktop VR 
A desktop VR environment is a three dimensional perspective display. A perspective 
display projects 3D information onto a 2D surface, which is the computer screen. 
[ 4 ]Desktop VR could also be described as looking through a window of a world. The 
most common form on input with the desktop VR is the point and click approach 
with a mouse. The main forms of feedback are audio and visual feedback with more 
emphasis on the latter. [ 5]High speed renderings are very important to achieve in 
desktop VR, so as to obtain a 'real-time' response with every input. 
Sight accounts for most of the information gathering in a virtual environment. The 
visual sense is used more than any other senses to process information. [ 5]Many 
psychology studies show that more information is understood when a visual 
representation is presented, rather than a non-visual representation. After sight, 
sound is the next most important sense in order to obtain information from an 
environment. That is why a visual representation of a system is usually accompanied 
with an appropriate audio response in desktop VR systems. 
The major advantage of a desktop VR system is the cost, being less expensive than 
other forms of VR systems. The low cost of desktop VR systems makes them 
extremely attractive for many applications with extremely low budget. 
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2.4 VR as a Training Tool 
Virtual Reality training can dramatically reduce the cost of delivering training by 
decreasing learning time for student and instructors. The need for expensive and 
dedicated training equipment in the form of actual laboratories, or extra equipment 
for training equipment is reduced. [6]Standard multimedia training involves learners 
visually but with the aid of using VR, the user may also interact and is not just an 
observer. VR can bring the equipment and actual working conditions to the user for 
unlimited access in any location. The time spent teaching the subject can be seen to 
decrease significantly using VR as a training technique. 
The benefits of using VR as a training tool are: 
• Reduces training time; 
• Saves money by using similar models for training; 
• Provides unlimited access to expensive unavailable equipment; 
• Eliminates traveling expense to training centers; 
2.5 Browsing and Searching 
Browsing is, therefore, hardly constrained because a user may start browsing with or 
without a goal, may move, in any moderate size website, to many different locations, 
and will stop browsing for a variety of reasons such as boredom or time constraints. 
Moreover, this search activity will probably require different abilities and skills than 
querying a database, e.g., the ability to recognize what you want and the ability to 
scan large quantities of text. It is, therefore, important to learn more about such 
searches and examine how they can be supported by appropriate website designs. 
Therefore, to overcome that issue P-CAT.com design will make sure the users do not 
face the boredom by providing the common solution for their PCs problem. Besides, 
help the customer to key-in the keyword as the goal of their search and provide 
instant solution rather than the user to search one by one. Furthermore, P-CAT.com 
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users will be proving with graphical information rather than large quantities of text. 
The benefits of search are: 
• Easier site navigation. 
Search gives visitors a way to quickly find the information they need. This is 
particularly important if you're using DHTML menus, Flash menus, or other 
navigation systems that are inaccessible to some browsers. 
• Give visitors more control. 
A search function makes your site interactive and gives visitors more control 
over their browsing experience. Someone in a hurry may not want to slowly 
browse through your entire Web site, so search allows them to quickly find 
what they're looking for. 
• Reveal the hidden Web. 
Many search engine spiders avoid dynamically-generated pages, so a lot of 
your product information won't appear in the search engine's index. Since 
those pages won't act as entry points into the site, visitors need to search to 
find exactly what they want. 
2.6 Troubleshooting Basis 
Troubleshooting a system is as much an art as it is a science. You must arm yourself 
with as much knowledge as possible, and then apply common sense. Experience also 
plays a bit role. This guide has attempted to provide some of that experience in an 
easy-to-follow format. Rather than spend many frustrating hours hanging on the 
phone only to find that the solution was very simple, your time is better spent in 
eliminating the easy and obvious possible causes of your problem, and only call for 
support when all of your personal resources have been exhausted.[ll] 
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These theories support how important is troubleshooting. The basis of 
troubleshooting as P-CAT.com can provide solution on searching for the problem 
solution. Hence, reduce time effort to figure out solution for only simple problem. P-
CAT.com can be centralize resource, fast and easy solution to troubleshoot personal 
computer problem. 
2.8 Diagnosis and troubleshooting 
There are two types of method in the field of equipment diagnosis and 
troubleshooting [12]. The fust method involves reasoning from the first principles, 
or model based reasoning., An expert system which implements the above 
methodology uses a model or simulation of the system that is being reasoned about. 
It has many advantages and highly suitable for domains where the individual 
components, their interconnection, and their behaviors are well know. Expert system 
for troubleshooting electronic modules up to component level can be implemented 
using this approach [13]. The other approach is to build an expert system without 
any deep knowledge of the domain under consideration. Such expert system is built 
using only general and specific facts about the domain concerned. 
In computer PC diagnosis and troubleshooting, the diagnostic task is approached 
using qualitative consideration and compiled form of knowledge. That was 
implemented in the expert system under developed. 
Diagnosis and troubleshooting can be identified by an expert. Based on that, expert 
systems were developed. Finally, the knowledge engineer should know the hardware 
and software configuration in the computer system. As a result, identifying the 
computer problem and solution become easily and smoothly. [14] 
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2.7 Analysis on common ways of troubleshooting 
There different methods that users normally use if the PC problems occurred. The 
analysis covered the online methods such as: 
Search engine 
dayang.smiya@gmail.com 1 Web History I My Ace 
Web Images ~ ~ Scholar more ~> 
iMOnitor~~}Ji'~j;l~y-~-troubleshooti~~=~-=-~J I Search j =earch 
Search: '~- the web ,- pages from Malaysia 
Web ResuHs 1 - 10 of about 1,490,000 for Monitor No displav +troubleshooting. l 
New PC Troubleshooting 
New PC Troubleshooting. Fix common prublems with newly-built PCs •.• PC is on but 
monitor shows no display and a sequence of beeps emits from the PC ... 
'iwrw.buildyourowrr.org ukipc-buildingltroubleshooting/- 17k-
Cached- Similar p:1ges- f~ote !his 
Troubleshooting: My computer displavs no video 
Troubleshooting: My computer displays"" '!ideo. If yaur computer won1 display video, 
here's how to troubleshoot it. Please keep in mind that akhough your •.. 
docs info.apple comlartl~ls.html?~rtnum=300537. 18k. Cached. Similar pages. Note ll1is 
Power Mac G4 Cube: Troubleshooting: Video: No Video on Monitor ... 
Power Mac G4 Cube: Tronble$hooting: Video: No Video on Monitor Wrth Apple Display 
Connector. This article describes a possible solutlan when a monitor with ... 
docs.info.apple.comlarticle.h!ml'?artnum=31300. 16k • Cached- Similar ~- 11lote !his 
[ More results from docs. info. apple. com ] 
No Disolay On The Monitor- fT Professionals 
Sometimes one end of the card may creep out of the slot when it is initially screwed in 
resulting in no display 3f1pearing on the monitor .... 
w·,w•r.lockergnome. com/il/2005106108/no-diSJ)I<Jy-on-the-moni!o rl - 54k -
Cached· Similar pages -IJote this 
compaq presario laptop no display- Troubleshooting Dead Machines 
compaq presario laptop no display Troubleshooting Dead Machines .... i pressed power 
switch p~er on~!a~}OP b~.~o ~~lay o_~.:~d! ~KI~~al ~onlt_o~~~~ _b_e_~~.···,,~, •. 
Figure 2.4 Searching use the search engine 
Search engme most common way used by the users to get information. These 
methods required the users to search for the solution one by one in order to find for 
the best solution. The chosen solution not necessarily the exact solutions needed in 
fact the users have to choose the best websites that provide the best solution to the 
problems. 
Troubleshooting sites 
The search engine normally directed users to the troubleshooting website. Example 
taken from the "Build your own PC" website which needs the user to read all the 
possible solutions given before choosing the appropriate solution for the problem. 
This is not effective in terms of time consuming whereby the user have to search the 
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whole solutions instead of redirect to the root of the problem. There is also no 
graphical information that could help the users to identify the specific hardware 
components. 
aae Forum search ll!it& [~····~::::::J c;.. 
New PC Troublesllooting 
Fix cpmmon p,...bJerru; with newly-built PCs 
chances are, if you are reading this then something is not quite right with your 
new PC. Don't worry. It is unlikely that there is something seriously wrong. 
Select from this list of possible problems and some suitable S!Jggestions will be grven. 
"Afler I pressed th~ Power bulton ... " 
• Nothing Happened 
o There was a loud bang (possibly with smoke) in the PC Case 
• PC is on but monitor shows no d'rsplay and the pc speaker'beeps' 
• PC is on but there's no display and one 'beep' from pc speaker 
• PC is on but no lights show on the PC case front panel 
• PC is on but HOD does not spin up 
o PC is on but CD-ROM shows no light,-/will not eject tray 
o YC 10 ,,,, hJl i_h~ CFIJ L-,,,/f.;,,-,, ,·j,. -,: cprr. 
• on boot up, monitor shows corrupted display 
• On boot up, monitor shows incorrect CPU type/speed 
• On boot up, monitor shows incorrect RAM total 
• On boot up, monitor shows FDD/Keyboard/Mouse not found 
o There was another problem not listed here? 
Nothing happBned 
• Check mains plug switched on at wall 
• PSU mBy have its own power switch- check this is on 
o Check PSU-tc-Motherboard cable(s) are correctly connected 
• Check front panel power switch is correctly connected 
o Check Reset button is not stuck 'in' 
• Check mains cable fuse 
There wos a loud h,lng (possibly \'lith smoke) at the h<Jr.k of the PC Ca~e 
• PSU was faulty or set to incorrect voltage for mains supply system. Replace PSU 
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Figure 2.5 Find solutions using the troubleshooting sites 
Online Forum or Chat 
A recent trend in customer service is web-enabled synchronous dyadic chat, which 
supports text-based discussions between company representatives and customers. 
Despite promise as a useful and relatively inexpensive organizational 
communications venue, including customer relationship management [15], text-
based chat is prone to miscommunication [16], at times leading to customer 
dissatisfaction and the dissemination of erroneous information. A common criticism 
of chat is its propensity for conversational incoherence and disorderliness because 
contributions to the discussion may appear out oflogical sequence [17]. Since people 
increasingly use computer-mediated communication (CMC) technologies like chat, 
short message service (SMS), and instant messaging (IM) to accomplish 
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complicated, meaningful organizational tasks, it is important to understand why 
some exchanges succeed and others result in miscommunication. 
=•~ Hardware· Your source for in-depth computer hardware info 
C E N T R A L 
• HardwareCentr.,l Forums > Hardware Forums 
f.-~ CPUs and Motherboards 
Register FAQ Members List Calendar 
November 1st, 2007 05:26PM 
by Sguadexodus lJ 
October 30th, 2007 05:15PM 
by DanceMan ~ 
October 29th, 2007 09:15 PM 
by DanceMan ~ 
October 28th, 2007 10:41 Pl>'l 
by almart~ 








Figure 2.6 Example of online forums 
The innovation of P-CAT.com optimistically can enhance the current way of 
troubleshooting besides also avoiding the ambiguous problem solutions in fact 
provide the diagnostic to root of the problem. Furthermore, P-CAT.com is engaging 
as a new learning experience especially to the novice PC users. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY I PROJECT WORK 
3.0 DATA GATHERING 
The project embarks on by conducting a background study to obtain data necessary 
to validate users' current needs and to serve as input for the developed product. A 
summary of the processes involved in methods used to complete this project is 
shown in Figure 3.1. 
Select project title 
-Define problem statement 
-Identify scope and objectives 
-Gather relevant information 
-Decide on tools and methodology 
-Interface 
-Prototype 





~--I -Business workflow 
·Post-evaluation 
analysis 
The procedures to obtain the feedback from a sample of PC's users is an adaptation 
of the methods introduced in (Sekaran, 2003, p. 223) The following describes the 
steps involved in each phase: 
3.1 Questionnaire creation 
A questionnaire consisting of 2 parts were prepared and have been given to PCs 
users (Appendix 1-1). The first part sought to obtain standard demographic and 
background information of name, telephone number, e-mail address and occupation. 
Names and contact details were left optional for respondents and its purpose 
explained as merely for contacting respondents who did not complete the 
questionnaire or there was a need to clarify certain opinions pertaining to the 
answered questionnaires. 
The second part of the questionnaire had 8 questions, which sought to understand 
respondents' perspective on the implementation of P-CAT.com as centre of solution 
to troubleshoot PCs assembling problem. The questions in this part can be 
categorized into the following: 
Control Questions 
There are two control questions, namely Question 1 and Question 7 in the 
questionnaire, which will be used to determine whether feasibility of implementing 
proposed system. 
Perception and awareness 
For question 1, respondents were asked to select the criteria which would determine 
the effectiveness and the usability of the proposed system. Meanwhile, Question 5 
asks whether there were any similar tools available in the market that was currently 
known to users that has the functionalities as proposed by P-CAT.com. If their 
answer was Yes to the previous question, Question 6 requires respondents to 
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choose/give their point of view over the existence system. Lastly, Question 8 
required respondents to suggest any functionality as addition to the proposed system 
to further meet their specific needs as users of the system. 
Level of interest 
Question 4 requires respondents to rate their level of interest on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 
for least interested and 7 for very interested) for the five modules proposed in the 
system. In addition, they were asked to comment on their reasons for providing such 
ratings. 
Quantitative measures for causality 
Question 2 and 3 provides several possible reasons for users to determine why the 
user can't diagnoses own PC problem and step taken if any problem occurred. The 
possible reason created based on the researchers' own assumptions from previous 
experiences. Respondents were asked to select their reasons and to specify their 
answers if there were none in the list which describes their answer(s) to this question. 
3.2 Questionnaire distribution 
Sample selection 
The questionnaire also has been distributed among the thirty novices and experience 
PCs user randomly. There are among novice as well as the experience users. This 
satisfies the need of the respondents from different level of experience in using PCs. 
Distribution and collection strategies 
The researcher chooses the representatives randomly among the novice and 
experience PCs users. The main weakness of this procedure was that some 
respondents did not understand the questions posed and therefore did not respond 
accordingly. For the novice PCs user, one cause would be lack of knowledge on 
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computer hardware and technical terms used in the questionnaire, or lack of exposure 
to methodologies such as data analysis and predictions in business applications. 
Furthermore, the information gathered from this questionnaire is also used to observe 
the effectiveness of the current system exist as part of the analysis. This is to ensure 
that the system will be developed solely to serve an existing need in the users. 
However, the suggestions could clarify the user needs and help in the system 
development stage later. 
3.3 Data analysis and interpretation 
For Question 4, the 7-point scale system was re-coded into a three point scale of not 
interested "1 ", neutral "2" and very interested "3" as explained in (Abouchedid and 
Nasser, 2002, p. 201). 
For quantitative measures of causality and perception and awareness, data is 
summarized by categorizing PC user's opinions into similar answers and relevant 
points. 
3.4 System architecture design 
System architecture shown the graphical explanation on how does the propose 
system works. Appendix 3-1. 
3.4.1 Design documents 
Design documents are explained in Figure 3.2 that describes the use of each 
document and the scope of the document 
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No. Document Purpose Scope 
1 System Requirement To detail out the requirements Hardware and software 
Specification of the proposed system ill specifications, system 
terms of functional functions and 
requirements and also specify conditions to determine 
non-functional requirements satisfactory usage of 
for the system. the proposed system 
2 Use Case To summanze system System stakeholders, 
Specification interaction with users and the external systems, 
external environment and to relationships, non-
specify the situations where functional requirements 
each function is used 
3 Structural Model To represent each object, System stakeholders 
Specification whether a function or a user as information, access 
specified ill the Use-Case level granted to each 
specification as an object with stakeholder and 
attributes and methods functions available for 
(specific functions that IS each stakeholder 
associated with the object). groups (novice and 
Objects with same attributes experience PC users ) 
and methods are grouped into 
classes and relationships 
between classes are 
determined. 
4 Behavioral Model To specify the flow of System stakeholders, 
Specification interaction between an object system functions, 
and system functions by methods 
triggering the methods 
available in the object and 
show how system functions 
respond to users' requests 
Figure 3.2 Design document specifications 
3.4.2 User Interface design and storyboarding 
A standard web template will be created for the system and the storyboard will 
elaborate on the actual program flow and interaction designs for the system. 
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3.4.3 Prototype design and creation 
A prototype of the system will be used to validate the ideas proposed in this project 
and used as a means to evaluate the feasibility of implementing the system. 
3.4.4 Network architecture design 
Internet 
P-CAT.com is proposed to be initially deployed over the Internet. P-CAT.com can 
be accessible from any host connected to the network as described in Appendix 3-
2.Users connect to the internet and access P-CAT.com through the application 
server. Next, the application server retrieves necessary data from the data centre 
which may be integrated with PCs users' database to promote effective content 
management and knowledge sharing. The application server then retrieved required 
functionalities as requested by users currently specified in P-CAT.com 
functionalities. For the effectiveness of the knowledge sharing, P-CAT.com allow 
user to request for the solution that does mot exist in the database. Mail server will 
send the request to alert the P-CAT.com community through their email before 
adding the new solution into P-CAT.com. Deployment over the internet is currently 
the most feasible so that P-CAT.com can be access anywhere. 
Network constraint issues 
Issues to be taken into consideration are identified as acceptable bandwidth, latency, 
multicasting and broadcasting capabilities and document caching capabilities to 
ensure internet can be used effectively across the internet. In addition, database 
constraints over distributed environment include concurrency, data integrity, and 
consistency when considering whether users are allowed to retrieve data via real 
time. Besides, the implementation of the virtual reality for 3D model rendering might 
caused the system legging and may takes sometimes to load the whole model. 
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3.5 Tools selection 
3.5.1 Comparative study of available tools and implementation 
strategies 
Since the system will be developed as a web based system, the following issues 
should be taken into consideration when evaluating the identified tools and 
implementation strategies: 
Current hardware and software requirements 
The proposed system has to be developed on a compatible platform based on the host 
system where it will be accessed by PC users. Therefore, a background study should 
be conducted to determine its specific hardware and software requirements in order 
to develop the system to suit the underlying host system without any complications. 
The information required to be obtained include all hardware and software 
specifications currently used by the faculty to host their individual web pages and 
current database server that can be used to accommodate the storage needs and 
further maintenance of the proposed system. 
Currently software development methodologies 
There are many available software process models as explained in (Sommerville, 
2004) and the Waterfall model has been identified as feasible and relevant to be used 
as a framework to develop the proposed system. As a result, the phases of system 
development is identified as abstracted in the Waterfall model and is to be deployed 
phase by phase in the order specified which are: 
Requirements Specification 
The process of obtaining the necessary information to substantiate the need for 
implementation of the proposed system and to obtain background information on 
current relevant business processes in order to come up with detailed specifications 
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of corresponding requirements as a means to achieve the objectives for developing 
the system. 
Software Design 
This phase requires all design documents to be specified as detailed in Appendix 3-
3. 
Software Implementation 
The process of developing the system based on the specified requirements and 
constraints. This phase includes development of prototypes to be verified by system 
stakeholders in the testing phase. 
System Testing 
This phase verifies that the system is working as expected in the environment to be 
deployed and has satisfied all the necessary requirements of system stakeholders in a 
satisfactory manner. After the system has been approved by this phase, the system is 
ready to be released to the end user. 
System Training and Roll out 
The necessary skills and knowledge on how to use the system effectively to meet 
users' needs should be communicated to users through training, user manuals or 
dynamic help functions included in the system. Meanwhile, notification of the 
availability of the system within the faculty should be in place to inform all system 
users of the existence of such system. 
3.5.2 Tools currently available 
The tools to be chosen are highly dependent on the hardware and software 
specifications where the system will be deployed on. For decision making purposes, 
Appendix 3-4 summarizes the available tools and its corresponding hardware and 
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software requirements, conditions and environments where such tools IS 
recommended to be used together with its advantages and disadvantages. 
3.6 Post-implementation Evaluation by Target Users 
Upon development of a working prototype, a post-test survey questionnaire is 
designed and scales used to measure ease of use, usefulness, compatibility of the 
system. This exercise will be conducted among target audience which are novice and 
experience users of PC. Respondents will be granted access to P-CAT.com prototype 
to determine their satisfaction levels via the questionnaire. Analysis of results from 
this post-evaluation exercise will be discussed in the next chapter. A sample 
questionnaire can be referred in Appendix 3-5. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
4.0 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
4.1 Survey Questionnaire 
From the survey questionnaire distributed among PC users who will be primary users 
of the system, the results are analyzed as follows based on each category as 
explained in the methodology section. 
4.1.1 Control Questions 
In Question 1, the respondents were asked the basic question whether they ever tried 
to operate their own PCs. 17% of respondents answered YES while 83% answered 
NO. Respondents who answer NO required proceeding with question 2. The results 
are represented in charts below. 
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17% 
Figure 4.1 Percentage of PC users have tried to operate own PCs 
Next, in Question 7, respondents were asked whether they would be interested in 
using interested in using P-CAT.com as a tool to fmds help or solution for PC 
problem. Besides, help the user to understand PC hardware and able to fix problem 
own their own. 92% of respondents answered YES while 8% answered NO. The 
results are represented in a chart below 
8% 
92% 
Figure 4.2 Interested in using P-CAT.com 
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4.1.2 Perception and Awareness 
Question 5 asked respondents whether they were aware of any similar systems 
available in the market that has similar functionalities as proposed in P-CAT.com. 
The results are represented in the chart below. 
I IS YES II NO] 
Figure 4.3 Availability of similar systems 
17% of respondents answered YES and therefore were required to proceed to 
Question 6 while 83% of respondents answered NO and were required to proceed to 
Question 7. Answers with N/A were considering as irrelevant. 
Next, Question 6 asked respondents were asked to select the criteria of the similar 




More text rather than 
graphical 
More on product on 
promotion 
Search one by one 
Criteria 
Figure 4.4 Criteria of the existence system 
Help to configure 
problem easily 
40% of respondents think that the available system contains more text rather than 
graphical information. Another 20% think that they have to search the site on by one 
to fm the best solution to solve the problem. While 20% think that the system could 
help them configure problem easily. The remainders 20% respondents think that 
most of the site promote product and sell products rather help to configure PC 
problem. Answers with N/A were considering as irrelevant. 
This question was specified for the case where users are already familiar with 
currently available systems that are meeting certain needs and provide a means for 
them to suggest areas where such systems can be improved. 
Lastly, Question 8 asked respondents whether they had any suggestions in addition 
to the functionalities proposed in P-CAT.com that would further meet their needs as 
users of the system. Respondents' answers are summarized in the table below. 
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No. Category/ Area of interest Suggestion 
1 Additional functionalities • Register user of the system to create the 
online community and easier to monitor 
• Need membership to access the forum and 
request the solution from other users. 
• Inform the members if any users request for 
problem solution so that the problem can be 
solve faster. 
• Deployment over the wireless environment so 
that the site can be surf anywhere via the 
mobile phone. 
2 Relevant issues • Maintenance 
• User Friendliness 
• Different brand of hardware that might have 
different configuration 
• Experience user that willing to share 
knowledge in P-CAT.com 
• Performance 
Table 4.1 Additional suggestion for P-CAT.com 
4.1.3 Level of interest 
Question 4 required respondents to rate their level of interest on a scale of 1 to 7 ( 1 
for least interested and 7 for very interested) for five function proposed in P-
CAT.com (Troubleshoot, Solution, Problem Diagnostic and 3D-model . The 7-point 
scale system was re-coded into a three point scale of not interested "1 ", neutral "2" 
and very interested "3" as explained in (Abouchedid and Nasser, 2002, p. 201). The 
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Figure 4.5 Level of interest in P-CAT.com functionalities 
Majority respondents stated that they were interested in Solution and Problem 
Diagnostic proposed in P-CAT.com. These results show that the two functionalities 
proposed with P-CAT.com are practicable to be implemented. It suits the needs of 
future users of the system. These functionalities can therefore be used to promote P-
CAT.com as an effective system to meet the specific needs of system users. 
Meanwhile, 50% of respondent interested on the Troubleshoot and 3D-Model about 
10% lower than the other two functionalities. 3D-Model and troubleshoot also 
possible to be implementing as the users understand how and what the terms and 
their function is all about. 
4.1.4 Quantitative measures for causality 
Next, in Question 2, respondents were asked why they hesitate to operate their own 
PCs. 20% of respondents answered that they afraid of making mistake while 40% 
respond that they illiterate about computer hardware. 32% choose to refer to the 
computer vendor if any problem persists. The remaining 8% choose other reason. 





















Figure 4.6 Reason why the PC user doesn't want to operate own PCs 
In Question 3, respondent were asked what is their first step if the problem occurred. 












Figure 4. 7 Common action when problem persist 
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4.2 Data Analysis and Interpretation 
4.2.1 Additional notes 
For Question 4, supporting reasons for their response towards the deployment 
proposed inP-CAT.com is summarized in the figure below. 
No. Module Reasons for being Reasons for being Reasons for being 
interested uninterested neutral 
I Troubleshoot • Improve • Can't have access • Don't really 
knowledge if the network understand 
sharing among down how the 
the noVIce and • Can always refer to knowledge 
expertise where computer vendor sharing can be 
the experience can applied to the 
share the solution system. 
2 Solution • Reduce time to • Can find the • Get use to 
search one by one solution on the search on the 
on the internet internet internet, do 
• Easy selected • Don't care about mind to try 
solution the cost incurred to new system. 
repair the PC. 
3 Problem • Get to • Refer to hardware • Already have 
Diagnostic troubleshoot the manual and able to basic 
problem faster configure the knowledge on 
• Can figure out problem manually. how to 
until the root of • Trust the computer troubleshoot 
the problem vendor more. PC 
• Create confident 
for novice users 
4 3D-Model • Can learn about • Can't understand • Can learn 
the computer how the 3D-Model about the 
easily works and can help computer 
• Graphical to teach the users. component 
information that trough reading 
could help to as well as by 
increase the the help of 
understanding graphical 
information 
Table 4.2 Reasons for rating 
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4.3 Selection of Proposed Tools and Strategies for Implementation 
4.3.1 Software 
Having performed a comparative evaluation on the tools available, P-CAT.com will 
build based on W AMP software concept used which represent the development ofP-
CAT.com within the Windows enviromnent using Macromedia Dreamweaver to 
develop the graphical user interface and will deployed on a local Apache server with 
database running on MySQL as well as PHP. The tools used and specifications stated 
as follow: 
• Apache 2.2.4 
• PHP 5.2.1 
• MySQL 5.0.7 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
• Adode Photoshop CS 
• Macromedia Flash MX 
• VRMLpad 
• Cortona3D Viewer 
4.3.2 Hardware 
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP Professional Edition 
• Processor: Intel Pentium 4, 1. 70 GHz 
• Memory: 512MB ofRAM 
• Display: ATI Mobility Radeon M7 
• Input: Mouse and Keyboard 
• Hard Disk Requirement: Minimum 100 MB 
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4.4 Prototype of P-CAT .com 
For this project, the author has developed the interface of the P-CAT.com. The user 
interface has been kept on simple and structure manner. This is to let users have an 
impression that this system is easy to use and can provide information and 
knowledge that they needed. 
There are 7 links on the top of the homepage: Home, Troubleshoot, Solution, 
Problem Diagnostic, 3D Model and Contact Us. These links represent each page of 
the main functionalities in P-CAT.com. This will allow the user to click on any links 
they wish to explore at anytime on any pages according to their preferences. Process 
involved in P-CAT.com is described through a process flowchart in Appendix 4-1. 
Following are the functionalities that P-CAT.com has: 
4.4.1 Main Page 
~~~··· 
! ~~ ' j 
,1!1· <; 
. . 
P-eAT .com provide 24 hot..rs tro'l.bleshootin;J via onlhe.It Is a web based 
system application and can be access over the internet anytime, 
anyi'Alere. P-CAT.oom ca-Jl;j.ve the real time he;> or 1l.!torial on how ro 
tra..bleshoot personal cof11Jlller. 
Start toubleshoot now as a guest > > __ j 
Reglslered user please b;l i1 here: 
New? w..t:Jim to register row 
Figure 4.8 Main Page 
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The main page consist of the brief description on what is P-CAT.com as well as what 
the system can do and provide link to the main troubleshooting page. 
Registered user can directly key in the usemame and passwords to start troubleshoot 
using P-CAT.com while the unregistered user can log in as a guest. To create 
account in P-CAT.com, users can click on the link at the bottom of the main page 
and will be redirect to the register page (Figure 4.9). 
4.4.2 Register Page 
diXlSil usemame ;--==---==~~===] 
Email , .. -------~=:=-~-~ 
Figure 4.9 Registration Form 
To have the privileges that P-CAT.com offered user must registered or create an 
account to become member in P-CAT.com community. Once registered, the same 
login information can be used to access any area on the system based on right 
permission of access. 
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4.4.3 Troubleshooting 
After the login is successful with the user enter usemame and password, the user will 
then redirect to the troubleshooting page (Figure 4.1 O).At this page user have three 
choices to choose. Firstly, the user can type in the keyword of the PC assembling 
problem and secondly choosing the solution from common problems list or existence 
solutions. Experience user can add own way to solve problem by clicking on the add 
new solution button, then fill in the add solution form. (Figure 4.11) 
.. PC. Booted withoUt d!spl<l)' 
• Hard Q-lva not detsctacl 
• !X iva j:.rmper settl'lg 
• BIOS upgradlng 
• Installing Random Access Merrory (RAM) 
• No s01.1nd fi"om speaker 
ti Bootlng In the Sa\'e tnoi:le 
• lnstalll"g extra cooli'lg systam 
• Beep!ng SCil.it"rl when oower on 
Any soUtbl 'that you want:ID add n? • Satti1g password for BIOS 
• Power supply fan not running 
• BIOS IJ(Jgradlng 
• Installing the griiphlc card 
• Inatallrng the power supp!y unit 
• Failed to anter BIOS 
• Master and slave hard drive 
Figure 4.10 Troubleshooting Page 
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· ~ to !he Problem.sok!tlon(e.;g beep~ng soond \Wlen power oro, IJCi ~) 






-~~ Pidl!B '(if_Jr,r) . 
--L _____ _j Upload photo I 
i-
' 
I Add Solution · I 
Figure 4.11 Add New Solution Form 
4.4.4 Solution 
After keying the keywords for their problem, user will be given choices of possible 
solution. User also can select solution added by other user. (Figure 4.12) If the 
solutions don't exist user can request solution by clicking the link to the request 
solution form. (Figure 4.13) Only the registered user has privileges to request for the 
solution. The request will then alert the members in P-CAT.com community via 
email. The experience user in community will then rep! y to this alert by adding in the 
new solution to the system. 
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Figure 4.13 Request Solution Form 
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4.4.5 Problem Diagnostic 
In the problem diagnostic page, user will be asked question throughout the page to 
identifY root of the problem. There will be text box, which prompt user to input data 
related to the problem (Figure 4.14). The Radio buttons are also use to identify the 
nature of the problem (Figure 4.15). P-CAT.com also provides visual aids to help 
user who are not familiar with computer hardware components. (Figure 4.16) 
After the problem being solved, user will be given the choice to view the step 
taken.(Figure 4.17) If the option selected, user will be directed to the other page that 
shows the flowchart of steps have taken to solved the problem. User then can to 
choose to print the solutions given. (Figure 4.18) 
PRtiLEB liiAGIOSnC 
Troublesh:lOting "monitor no dsplay qaphic card" 
Whrh Is 1he brand cfyotr g-~tc accelerator card? 
,------ ~·---------i Type the br8nd here 
i 
_I ------~-- ------




, ~ ~.-or{is-ttW cPl;J._f~?: 
f .. -rmrrj. 7 · 
Figure 4.15 Radio Buttons 
E±'17 .~ 
Figure 4.16 Visual Aids 
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CONGRATULATtONS! 
-. yoJ~sip:essn:i~l~tvru PC 
Figure 4.17 View steps 
r~--~.._- .. J 
Figure 4.18 Printable steps taken 
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4.4.6 3D Model 
P-CAT.com also provides the 3D Model that allow user to see the computer 
hardware in 3D as well as the location of hardware on the motherboard. Main 
purpose on putting the 3D Model in P-CAT.com is to help to educate the novice user 
who does not familiar with computer component. 
Figure 4.19 3D-Models 
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4.5 Results from Post-evaluation 
For the post evaluation questionnaires, the 7-point scale system was re-coded into a 
three point scale of totally disagree "I", neutral "2" and totally agree "3" as 
explained in (Abouchedid and Nasser, 2002, p.201).For this system evaluation, I've 
re-coded ratings 1,2,3,4 as strongly disagree, rating 5 as neutral and ratings 6,7 as 
strongly agree. Below are the results of the post test based on each aspect in the 
usability test. 
4.5.1 Ease of Use 
For this usability aspect, respondents are asked to evaluate the straightforwardness of 








Can get info quickly 
Figure 4.20 Ease of use 
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60% of the respondents strongly agree that learning how to use P-CAT.com is easy, 
while, 30% of them are neutral. 40% of the respondents strongly agree that it is easy 
to navigate in P-CAT.com, while 50% of them are neutral. 50% of the respondents 
find that screen element listed clearly, while 33.3% of them are neutral about it and 
16. 7%of them stongly disgaree on this matter. 50% strongly agree that they can find 
the information they want quickly while 10% disagree. Easy to learn is the utmost 
criteria for ease of use based on the usability test. 
4.5.2 User Friendliness 
For this aspect, respondents have to gauge the friendliness and usefulness of the 
system. Aspects such as colors, GUis and design layout are being tested here. The 






Color Font Suit first time user 




Based on the chart, 16.7% of the respondents find that the colors used in P-CAT.com 
is unattractive, 66.6% of them find the graphical user interface (GUI) is attractive, 
40% strongly agree that the font is easy to read, 50% strongly agree that P-CAT.com 
is well suited for first time users. 60% stated that the image represent clearly and 
understandable. Overall, 54% of the respondents strongly agree that P-CAT.com is 
user friendly. 
4.5.3 Effectiveness 
For this aspect, 66.7% of the respondents strongly perceive that P-CAT.com is 
engaging as a new learning experience. 60"/o strongly agree that the solution steps 
clearly stated and easy to follow. 76.7% of the respondents stated that they learn 
faster through the help the 3D Model. Meanwhile, 33.3% of the respondents stated 
that P-CAT.com allows novice and experience user can exchange knowledge easier 








faster through 30 Solution steps easy to 
model follow more easier 
Figure 4.22 Effectiveness ofP-CAT.com 
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4.5.4 Use Intention 
73% of the respondents intend to use P-CAT.com when it is deployed. The 
remaining 26.7% remain neutral. 66.7%ofthe respondents believe that they would 
learn efficiently using P-CAT.com. Most of the respondents strongly agree that P-





Belie\e that P-CAT.com gi\e Intend to use P-CAT.com when 
benefit it is deployed 
Figure 4.23 Use Intention 
4.5.5 Realism 
For this aspect of realism, the study focuses on the 3D Model only. 66.7% of the 
respondents agree the model was rendered at adequate speed. On the other hand, for 





Figure 4.24 Realism 
4.5.6 Comparison between Usability Aspects 
From the chart, it can be interpreted that P-CAT.com received positive feedback 
from most respondents as they perceived it as effective, easy to use, user friendly and 
intend to use it when it is deployed. Almost more than 70% of the respondents 
perceived P-CAT.com to be effective and benefit them as most of them expressed 
that they would employ P-CAT.com as their new learning medium. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 
5.0 Conclusion 
P-CAT.com develops to provide online help to troubleshoot PC problem. Besides, P-
CAT.com also helps user to diagnose and identify the root of the PCs problem. 
Furthermore, P-CAT.com helps to educate the novice user to learn about the 
computer component by providing the graphical illustration as well as the 3D-Model. 
P-CAT.com has make PC assembling fast and easy by providing step-by-step 
printable solution and reduce the search time rather than using the search engine. 
Experience PC's user and novice user able to share ideas more effectively nser can 
whereby the user able request and get the solution for their problem faster. This also 
contributes towards the collective and effective knowledge building. Thus, P-
CAT.com has proven to meet specific needs of user requirements enhancing the 
efficiency of the online help and troubleshooting. 
5.1 Recommendation and future enhancement 
5.1.1 Centralize data and administration 
All files and data (troubleshooting files, graphical information) P-CAT.com should 
be centralized and have the main administrator. This is important for maintenances 
purposes: deleting the old solution that rarely used, control the added solution share 
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by the experience user. Besides the centralized data centre would help the users to 
search or add the troubleshoot solution to the same source. 
5.1.2 Multilingual application 
P-CAT.com currently develops in English. To enhance the same functionalities of 
P-CAT.com will be developing in other languages. This might be useful for the user 
who doesn't understand English. 
5.1.3 Deployment ofP-CAT.com on the wireless environment 
The propose system, P-CAT.com currently planned to be deployed on the internet. In 
the future P-CAT.com might be implemented on wireless environment and support 
the wireless application and gadgets such as Portable Digital Assistants (PDA), 
laptop, mobile phone and others. The PC users will be able to access to P-CAT.com 
anytime and anywhere possible when being provided with the necessary hardware 
and network accessibility. 
5.1.4 Membership account 
The users that use P-CAT.com will have to register themselves so that the 
administrator can keep track of usage of the system as well as to manage the users. 
Furthermore, if there is any update on P-CAT.com the users can easily be informed 
via e-mails. The update might be in terms of problem solution. If the problem 
solution doesn't exist in the database users can request for the solution. The members 
within the P-CAT.com community then are alert of this request and allow the users 
to post the new problem solution that solve the problem. This will allow 
collaboration and knowledge sharing. Besides, can help to solve the problems even 
faster compare to other forum that exist on the site that not necessary the other forum 
members will answer the request straight away. 
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5.1.5 Education and business purposes 
In the future, teacher can use the P-CAT.com to teach the student at school on 
computer hardware. The 3D-Model might help. Hence, P-CAT.com can be easily too 
access over the internet as long as the school has the internet connection despite of 
the geographical area: urban or rural. 
As for business purposes P-CAT.com can have a deal with the computer hardware 
vendor such as INTEL, DELL and others. The vendor can promote and configuration 
for their new product on P-CAT.com. Users that browse through P-CAT.com can 
find solution according to the hardware brand. 
5.2 Next Steps 
To proceed in implementing P-CAT.com, the following steps have been identified 
and will be pursued towards the successful completion of the system: 
1. Analysis: Analysis/ research the PC users point of VIew of the 
implementation proposed system ofP-CAT.com 
2. Design: Development of initial design and planning documents help the 
development of P-CAT.com's implementation, preparation of design 
documents (Storyboard, UML diagrams, User interface, proposed 
algorithms, support systems, etc.) 
3. Implementation: Development of prototypes based on Waterfall model 
concept. 
4. Roll Out: Deployment of P-CAT.com over the internet for field testing 
and user acceptance testing 
5. Training: Training users of the system (PC users). 
6. Future enhancement: enhance functionalities ofP-CAT.com according to 
the recommendation stated. 
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Hello.My Name is Dayang Suriya Ribai and I am a final year student in pursuing 
Information Communication Technology. I am currently conducting a study to 
understand your perspective on how PC users can finds help or solution for PC problem 
easier. Besides, to identify the best way to educate the PCs user that they can actually 
diagnose own PC problem and Do-it-yourself (DIY) to fix the problem. 
The proposed system is P-CAT.com which stands for Online Personal Computer 
Assembling Troubleshoot. The following are the proposed functionalities for the system: 
Troubleshoot 
• User type in the keyword of the PC assembling problem 
• User choose from common problems list 
• Experience user can add own way to solve problem 
Solution 
• User will be given choices of possible solution 
• Can select solution added by other user 
• Request solution 
• Experience user can add own way to solve problem 
Problem Diagnostic 
• User will be asked question to identify root of the problem. There will be: 
• Text box - prompt user to input data related to the problem 
• Radio button - identify the nature of the problem 
• Visual Aids- help user who not familiar with computer hardware 
3D Model 
• Allow user to user to see the computer hardware in 3D and location of hardware 
on the motherboard. 
• Help to educate the novice user who does not familiar with computer 
component. 
The users of this system would be PC users. 
I would appreciate if you could comment on this proposed system by filling in this 
questionnaire. 
Page 1 of2 
• 
Final Year Project- Survey Questionnaire • 
P-CAT.com 
1. Do you have personal computer (PC) or desktop? Have you ever tried to open your 
CPU case? 
0 YES (If Yes, please proceed to Question 3) 
0 NO ( If No, please proceed to Question 2) 
2. Why? 
0 Afraid of making mistake that may caused harm to the CPU 
0 Don't have any idea about the computer component 
0 Always refer to the computer vendor if any problem occurred 
0 Others (Please specify) ............................................................................. . 
3. If any problem occurred, your first step is ... 
0 Refer to the computer vendor, don't care how much money I would spend 
0 Refer to the manual 
0 Check the problem on my own 
0 Search on the internet 
0 Others (please specify) .............................................................................. . 
4. Please look at the detailed functionalities as listed in the given attachment, and rate 
your level of interest of having these modules implemented by using the scale of 1 to 7, 
where 1 is least interested, and 7 is most interested.Could you please provide the 
reason(s) for your rating? 
Module a) Rating Scale b) Reason(s) for Rating (Circle one answer) 
Troubleshoot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Problem Diagnostics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3D model ~Fl~ 4 --~- 6 7 
5 P-CAT.com helps the PC users to finds help or solution for PC 
problem easier: troubleshoot and find step-by-step solution to 
diagnose PC problems. Beside help to educate the novice user by 
the help of the visual aids and 3D model. Currently, are there any 
systems/troubleshooting site available similar or related to this 
system? If YES, proceed to Question 6. If NO, proceed to 
Question 7. 
Answer: ............................................................................ . 
6. What do think of the effectiveness system?(Piease select at least 
one) 
0 Too many text rather than provide the graphical information 
0 Promote product rather than help to troubleshoot the PC problem 
0 Have to search one-by-one the site on the internet to find the best 
solution 
0 Help to configure the problem easily 
0 Others (Please specify) ......................................................... . 
7. Would you be interested in using P-CAT.com as a tool to finds help 
or solution for PC problem easier. Besides, to help you to 
understand your PC hardware and able to fix problem own your 
own? 
0 YES 0 NO (Please Specify Why) ..................................... . 
8. Do you have any suggestions or ideas to be added to the 
functionalities of the system to further meet your needs as users of 
the system? 






...... ' - - --- ----- -·--·-----
PC Users 


















APPENDIX 3-3 Design Document 
No. Document Purpose Scope 
1 System Requirement Specification To detail out the requirements of the Hardware and software specifications, 
proposed system in terms of system functions and conditions to 
functional requirements and also determine satisfactory usage of the 
specify non-functional requirements proposed system 
for the system. 
2 Use Case Specification To summarize system interaction with System stakeholders, external systems, 
users and the external environment relationships, non-functional 
and to specify the situations where requirements 
each function is used 
3 Structural Model Specification To represent each object, whether a System stakeholders information, 
function or a user as specified in the access level granted to each 
Use-Case specification as an object stakeholder and functions available for 
with attributes and methods( specific each stakeholder groups (Students, 
functions that is associated with the faculty management, system 
object). Objects with same attributes administrators) 
and methods are grouped into 
classes and relationships between 
classes are determined. 
4 Behavioral Model Specification To specify the flow of interaction System stakeholders, system functions, 
between an object and system methods 
functions by triggering the methods 
available in the object and show how 
system functions respond to users' 
requests 
APPENDIX 3-4 Tools/ Systems justification 
No. Tool Hardware Software Usage Constraints Advantages Disadvantages Additional 
Requirements Requirements notes 
1 MySQL hardware Cross platform Web applications and N/A Open source N/A runs on 
specification operating acts as the database database more than 
system component of the Consistent fast 20 
(Linux/Mac/Windows- performance, high platforms 
Apache-MySQL- reliability and ease (Linux, 
PHP/Peri/Pvthon) of use Windows) 
2 PHP host server Oracle 9i To host the proposed Web pages have Small file size, Knowledge on To be 
hardware client, secure system to allow to be developed sufficient JavaScript is selected 
specification shell client centralized access to with PHP documentation and required for based on 
system by system language only, online support, open advanced data which 
stakeholders hosted on source manipulation, platform is 
Apache server JavaScript used on 
language not the host 
stable and has server 
limited 
functionalities 
3 Macromedia HTML and N/A To develop the web N/A GUI, allow N/A HTML, 
Dreamweaver web scripting pages through a GUI automatic uploads CSS,ASP 
editor interface to remote server and PHP 
editor 
4 Oracle 9i Database Oracle 9i For data storage Large storage Powerful and Expensive Enterprise 
server client, secure space flexible version can 
shell client be used for 
educational 
purposes 
5 Apache Stand alone collaborative For data storage N/A freely available, N/A N/A 
computer, host with MySQL featureful 










Hello. My Name is Dayang Suriya Ribai and I am a final year student in pursuing 
Information Communication Technology. I am currently conducting a study to understand 
your perspective on how PC users can finds help or solution for PC problem easier. Besides, 
to identify whether this system can benefit user to educate them so that they can actually 
diagnose own PC problem and Do-it-yourself (DIY) to fix the problem. 
The system is called P-CA T.com which stands for Online Personal Computer Assembling 
Troubleshoot. The following are the functionalities for the system: 
Troubleshoot 
• User type in the keyword of the PC assembling problem 
• User choose from common problems list 
• Experience user can add own way to solve problem 
Solution 
• User will be given choices of possible solution 
• Can select solution added by other user 
• Request solution 
• Experience user can add own way to solve problem 
Problem Diagnostic 
• User will be asked question to identify root of the problem. There will be: 
• Text box- prompt user to input data related to the problem 
• Radio button - identify the nature of the problem 
• Visual Aids - help user who not familiar with computer hardware 
3D Model 
• Allow the user to see the computer hardware in 3D and location of hardware on the 
motherboard. 
• Help to educate the novice user who does not familiar with computer component. 
The users of this system would be PC users (novice and experience user). 
I would appreciate if you could comment on this proposed system by filling in this 
questionnaire. 
a) Rating Scale (Circle 
Measurement Items one answer)1-Strongly b) Reason(s) for Rating Disagree; 7-Strongly 
Aaree 
Ease of Use 
Learning to use P-CAT.com is easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
It is clear how the screen element are listed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I can get the information quickly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
It is easy to navigate within P-CA T.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
User Friendliness 
The color use is attractive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The font can be easily read 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P-CAT.com suited the first time user 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The image clearly shown and understandable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Effectiveness of P-CA T.com 
P-CAT.com is engaging as a new learning experience 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Learn faster through the help of the 3D model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Solution steps clearly stated and easy to follow 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Novice and experience user can exchange knowledge more easier 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 
Use Intention 
I would learn efficiently using P-CAT.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I believe that P-CAT.com would benefit me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I intend to use P-CAT.com when it is deployed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Realism (3D model only) 
Model was rendered at adequate speed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Texture look realistic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
APPENDIX 4-1 Business process flow 
Start 
Find solution for PC problem by key-in the 
keyword or choose common problem column 
Select the possible solution provided 
Identify the root of the problem in Problem 
diagnostic page 
View/ Print the steps to solve the problem 
View 3D-Model for hardware positioning 
End 
Business process flow ofP-CAT.com 
